
Teleconference Agenda,  June 05, 2013, 10:30 – 11:30
1-877-413-4790   conference ID  3381344#

 @RiskAUG

Monthly RAUG meeting 
The Risk Assessment Users Group meets by telephone on the first Wednesday of every month, 10:30  - 
11:30 am Pacific Time. It meets in person with the Hazus User Group at the annual Canadian Risk and 
Hazards Network Symposium. The forum is to share knowledge about  incorporating Risk Assessment 
into disaster reduction decisions in Canada.  It is a forum supported by NRCan's Quantitative Risk 
Assessment Project of the Public Safety Geoscience Program until March 2014.

ATTENDEES

Doug Allan, IPREM; Murray Journeay, NRCan; Bert Struik, NRCan; Malaika Ulmi, NRCan; Eric 
Wright, NRCan;

SCHEDULE

• Meet and greet
• News and views
• Discussion: Using Risk Analysis to Evaluate Cost/Benefit of Risk Mitigation Options (Bert 

Struik and Murray Journeay, NRCan)

Your News and views

Last month

Conversation about calculating hazard risk in the re-insurance industry by Jorge Prieto.
The notes and pod cast are yet to be posted to the RAUG website: http://raug.mhrisk.ca in the folder 
RAUG_Meeting_2013-05-01

• A page has been set up on the RAUG website to post information about active and recently 
active Risk Assessment projects. Check it out. Send me your project outlines with the 
information of the template, and they will be posted.

• In addition a "Library" page has been set up as a place to view the collection of all documents 
posted to the site.

http://raug.mhrisk.ca/


Upcoming events

Canada’s Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction: November 5, 2013, in Regina, Saskatchewan
4th Annual National Roundtable on Disaster Risk Reduction. Call for Abstracts coming in mid June.
Building Blocks of Resilience: Local, National and Global Perspectives

Programme and registration information will be available shorlty via the Platform SharePoint site or 
visit the Platform webpage
*****************************************
La 4e Table ronde nationale annuelle de la Plate-forme du Canada pour la réduction des risques 
de catastrophe:  5 novembre 2013 à Regina, Saskatchewan
Les composantes de base de la résilience : perspectives régionales, nationales et globales
 
Les renseignements concernant le programme et inscription seront disponibles sur le site SharePoint
prochainement ou vous pouvez visiter la page web de la Plate-forme

Others??

RAUG June 5th meeting was last before summer break. Next meeting 
September 4, 2013.

Discussion and presentation

Using Risk Analysis to Evaluate Cost/Benefit of Risk Mitigation Options 
(Bert Struik and Murray Journeay, NRCan)

Slide deck = RAUG_mitigation_2013-06-05.pdf available from http://raug.mhrisk.ca

A podcast of the presentation and discussion is available for download from  http://raug.mhrisk.ca.

Presentation summary and discussion

A risk assessment tool that provides reproducible losses from model hazard events is a powerful tool 
for determining the benefit and benefit for cost of hazard-risk mitigation. The risk assessment tool 
needs to provide reproducible results because the calculations must be made for the existing risk state 
and a particular potential hazard event, and for the same variables except for the addition of various 
hazard-risk mitigations. The difference in total losses from the unmitgated and mitigated state is the 
next benefit of mitigation. The benefit/cost ratio of the mitigation is determined by dividing the value 
of the difference of the unmitigated and mitigated states by the value of the mitigation.

Mitigation in the context of this presentation is based on the definition by FEMA, USA:

“Natural hazard mitigation is defined as a sustained action taken to reduce or eliminate the  
long-term risk to people and property from natural hazards and their effects.”

http://raug.mhrisk.ca/
http://raug.mhrisk.ca/
http://www.securitepublique.gc.ca/prg/em/ndms/drr-fra.aspx
https://eforums.ps-sp.gc.ca/_forms/PSLogin/Default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2F_layouts%2FAuthenticate.aspx%3FSource%3D%252F&Source=%2F
http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/prg/em/ndms/drr-eng.aspx
https://eforums.ps-sp.gc.ca/_forms/PSLogin/Default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2F_layouts%2FAuthenticate.aspx%3FSource%3D%252F&Source=%2F


Mitigation benefits are based on community values. For example: communities may want to have 
hazard risk mitigation that minimizes number of injuries, ensures citizens can shelter in place and have 
basic life services, minimizes business downtime and/or minimizes damage. 

Murray provided an example of mitigation evaluation for strategic planning done by the District of 
Squamish, British Columbia from 2005 – 2008. Loss comparisons were made for model earthquake, 
landslide and flood events on existing community assets, proposed additional developments within the 
long term community plans, and variously modified proposed additional developments where those 
modifications would mitigation the hazard risk. Percentage and actual dollar values for potential 
reductions in losses were calculated providing guidance on options for strategic plans that reduced risk 
growth.

The mitigation evaluations can be done for the range of potential events of a single hazard and multiple 
hazards. For instance mitigation analyses can be determined for the 1/20 year, 1/50 year, 1/100, 1/200 
and 1/500 year floods.

C: Couldn't the mitigation value be other measures than just changes in the cost of the losses from 
damage? For instance loss of lives and injuries are not necessarily quantifiable in dollars.

A: Certainly. The graph in the presentation is one of several measures of mitigation value.

C: Mitigation value is best determined by the community.

C: Historical risk trends in the community show how community land-use decisions have created the 
community risk profile. The trends and correlation to development decisions makes the point clear that 
changes in risk are substantively a result of land-use decisions.

 

Q: are the mitigations used to determine the savings from 1/20 year floods also used for the 1/2500 year 
earthquake?
A: The Mitigations are specific to the hazard type and assets.

Q: Are the losses cumulative in the graphs?  
A: no. Each hazard event losses are calculated separately on the same assets. For a certain time interval 
the losses from the events that could occur in the time interval can be added together.

C: Can the information be used to argue that the mitigation for one hazard would also reduce potential 
losses from another hazard.
A: yes that can be done, especially for decisions that control whether developments are built in hazard 
prone areas. Such decisions provide the best return on investment.

Q: Are the coloured areas under the graph curve on slide 20 including all the costs of the event? both 
public and private including insurance?
A: Yes.

Q: So do the colour areas under the large-loss parts of the curve represent just public money?
A: In large part, though substantive private losses are included for such things as lifeline infrastructure 
(e.g. energy distribution grids, communication networks).


